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A B S T R A C T

This essay is a critical reappraisal of the idea of ontogenetic selection by reinforcement, according to which
learning, specifically conditioning, in the individual animal is deeply analogous to phylogenetic evolution by
natural selection. I focus on two general versions of this idea. The traditional Skinnerian version restricts the idea
to operant conditioning and excludes Pavlovian conditioning, based on a sharp dichotomy between the two
types of conditioning. The other version extends the idea to Pavlovian conditioning, based on a unified principle
of reinforcement that applies to both types of conditioning, and linked to a neural-network model. I criticize both
versions on the same grounds, for being: 1) unable to capture Pavlovian conditioning; 2) unnecessary to for-
mulate said model and use it for explanation and prediction (its combination with a genetic algorithm allows for
a substantive contact with the theory of evolution by selection, without the idea of selection by reinforcement),
and 3) metaphysically unsound. Non-selectionist accounts of conditioning are not only possible but also more
intelligible, explanatory, and heuristic.

1. Introduction

This essay is a critique of the idea of ontogenetic selection by re-
inforcement (SbR, for short), which asserts that certain forms of
learning at the individual (ontogenetic) level are fundamentally
equivalent to phylogenetic evolution by natural selection. More pre-
cisely, SbR postulates that conditioning is essentially like phylogenetic
evolution in that both consist of cycles of variation, selection, and re-
tention of the products of selection.

Using ethological techniques to record behavior, Staddon and
Simmelhag (1971) proposed an early version of SbR in their reex-
amination of the phenomenon of “superstition” in hungry pigeons that
were given brief access to food as reinforcement (periodic response-
independent and response-dependent, as well as aperiodic response-
independent). Pigeons were observed to engage in two kinds of activ-
ities in the absence of food. Interim activities tended to occur just after
the food, and be more variable and non-food-related. Terminal activ-
ities tended to occur just before, seemingly in anticipation of, the food,
and be more stereotypical and food-related.

The authors explained their observations by postulating a “close
analogy between the Law of Effect and evolution” (p. 17), where “the
Darwinian principle of selection is analogous to the process that
transforms initial behavior into final behavior” (p. 18). In this analogy,
reinforcement “selectively eliminates” (p. 17) responses (or behaviors
or activities) that are inappropriate and leaves responses that are

“appropriate” to it (see also Staddon, 2016). Skinner (e.g., 1981) re-
stricted his version to selection by consequences of emitted responding
in operant conditioning. This version has been the most influential in
behavior analysis.

The analogy was also used to introduce a neural-network model of
conditioning (Donahoe et al., 1993). This model is a connectionist in-
terpretation of a unified principle of reinforcement (Donahoe et al.,
1982) in operant and Pavlovian conditioning (I thus abbreviate the
model as UPR-NNM, for “unified principle of reinforcement neural
network model”). Networks described by UPR-NNM have often been
labeled “selection networks.” This version of the idea of selection by
reinforcement was an attempt to extend the Skinnerian version beyond
a purely behavioral selectionist account of operant conditioning.

It will thus be helpful to distinguish at the outset the two versions of
SbR I shall discuss. I shall call the Skinnerian version “TSbR” for “tra-
ditional (T) version of the idea of SbR,” and the version that accom-
panied UPR-NNM “ESbR” for “extended (E) version of the idea of SbR.”
When speaking of both versions in general, I shall call them “SbR” (for
“the idea of ontogenetic selection by reinforcement”).

Despite initial work with UPR-NNM under ESbR, I have grown wary
of ESbR. I explain my reasons in 3, 4, and 5, after a brief reminder of
some basic distinctions in 2 that I shall use in my analysis. Like other
critiques (see Tonneau and Sokolowski, 2000) of SbR, mine is con-
ceptual but goes in a different direction, adding to them. It should be
clear that none of these criticisms extend to the theory of evolution by
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natural selection. This theory does not entail SbR, so negating SbR does
not negate the theory. Nor do I intend to question the notion that
learning by reinforcement affects phylogenetic evolution by natural
selection. Animals can be selected to reproduce for learning certain
behaviors by reinforcement, which could be called “phylogenetic selec-
tion by reinforcement,” but this is not what SbR asserts. As I understand
it, SbR asserts that behaviors themselves too are selected by reinforcement
at the ontogenetic level. In SbR, this selection is supposed to be of the
same type as that in which, say, individual organisms are selected to
reproduce for having certain phenotypic traits (including certain be-
haviors learned by reinforcement) during phylogeny. It is this as-
sumption what I shall examine critically.

2. Brief reminder of some distinctions

I will use the following distinctions, in no particular order of im-
portance: Structure/function, genotype/phenotype, ontogeny/phylo-
geny, and selection-of/selection-for. They have been instrumental in
the elaboration of the theory of evolution by natural selection beyond
Darwin's (1859) initial formulation, and remain central in current
evolutionary biology and its philosophy. I make them here as they are
commonly made in the literature, where they are tightly related to one
another and their categories are not opposite but complementary.

2.1. Structure/function

This distinction is perhaps the most general one, as it applies to all
the other distinctions. Generally, a structure occupies space (has spatial
parts) and persists through some time with some of its parts and fea-
tures relatively unchanged (and thus give structures their identity
through time; I return to this notion in 5). A function is how a structure
changes some of its other parts and features without losing its identity
through time. Some such changes can in turn change, even generate,
other structures.

Certain biological structures constitute an organism’s anatomy (the
organism’s spatial parts and how they relate to one another spatially).
Certain biological functions constitute an organism’s physiology, the
functioning of certain anatomical structures, how some of their prop-
erties change through time and how they affect one another. The term
“function” also often refers in biology to adaptive value of some feature,
the extent to which the feature contributes to an individual organism’s
fitness or reproductive success.

The structure/function distinction is made at different levels of
biological organization. All molecules, cells, tissues, organs, systems,
and organisms are structures (although not all are anatomical, strictly
speaking) that have many different functions. At all these levels,
structure and function are complementary and tightly linked. Function is
inconceivable without structure (whether the vice versa is also true
might be debatable). All function is of some structure. Understanding
anatomy is thus integral to understanding physiology, and vice versa.
Biologists tend to specialize in one or the other, but no biologist would
seriously say that one is ontologically or epistemically more funda-
mental than the other.

2.2. Genotype/phenotype

A genotype is an individual organism’s genetic constitution, its DNA
molecules consisting of nucleotides that determine the synthesis of
certain proteins key to a cell’s structure and functioning (not to be
confused with the genome, the genetic constitution of a population).
Genotypes are molecular means of transmission, from parents to off-
spring, of phenotypic traits that favor reproduction. Genes are mole-
cular units of heredity transferred from parents to offspring, and re-
plicated during the offspring's development. A gene is a specific
nucleotide sequence (a locus or region of DNA) that determines the
synthesis of a certain kind of protein and/or controls the functioning of

other genes. Genotypes are thus the structural means of genetic in-
heritance of the products of natural selection.

Although genotypes themselves are products of selection, it is
common to view natural selection as acting more directly on certain
phenotypic traits that, in turn, depend on certain proteins synthesized
from the genotype. A phenotype is the set of an individual organism’s
myriad properties, traits, features, or characteristics that result from
interactions between its genotype (more directly, certain phenotypic
traits that depend on certain proteins) and its environment, whether or
not the traits are “observable”. Phenotypic traits can be structural (e.g.,
anatomical) or functional (e.g., physiological). Certain kinds of organs
consisting of certain kinds of cells consisting of certain kinds of mole-
cules are examples of structural phenotypic traits. Their functioning are
functional phenotypic traits. Behavior is a functional phenotypic trait.

In evolutionary biology, genotypic and phenotypic variation are
both considered as necessary for evolution by natural selection. This
necessity is often expressed metaphorically by saying that variation is
“the raw material” for (or of) natural selection. Phenotypic variation
(structural and functional) is due to complex interactions between
genotypes and environments. Sources of genotypic variation include
mutation and recombination.

2.3. Ontogeny/phylogeny

Ontogeny comprises all processes that occur during a particular,
individual organism’s lifetime (from its conception to its death), in-
cluding its biological development (even before birth), learning and
behavior, and all its physiological processes at all levels of organization
(molecular, e.g., protein synthesis, neurotransmitter synthesis and re-
lease; cellular, e.g., action potentials; and anatomical, e.g., tissue re-
generation, neuronal death, etc.). “Ontogenetic biology” is the name of
the subfield in biology that focuses on ontogenetic processes. Ontogeny
need not be restricted to a single individual organism: Processes in
groups of individual organisms within a population could also qualify
as ontogenetic. Biological development, as well as learning and beha-
vior in a group of animals, also qualify as ontogenetic. A more precise
characterization of most experimental studies of animal learning and
behavior (whether with single subjects or groups of subjects) as being
part of biology is that they belong in ontogenetic biology. This char-
acterization does not preclude talk of the “evolution” of learning, but
such talk is part of phylogenetic biology, which focuses on phylogeny.
Research where learning is observed across several generations of in-
dividual organisms (e.g., Dunlap and Stephens, 2014; Tolman, 1924;
Tryon, 1940) belongs in this category.

Phylogeny consists of all processes that transcend individual or-
ganisms (and, in a sense, particular groups of organisms) and thus occur
at longer scales, over generational time across populations of organisms
that constitute lineages or ancestor-descendant evolutionary lines.
Generations overlap, but to a point after which later generations go on
beyond previous ones. The standard thinking in biology is that evolu-
tion by natural selection with genetic inheritance is a phylogenetic
process. In this thinking, and strictly speaking, talk of “evolution by
natural selection” in reference to an individual organism is a biological
category mistake. Strictly speaking, individual organisms do not evolve
but reproduce, develop, learn, and behave in certain ways.

2.4. Selection-of/selection-for

This distinction was introduced by Sober (1984, pp. 97–102) to
distinguish between the objects of selection (selection-of) and the
properties for which objects are selected (selection-for).1 In 5.2, I will

1 Sober identifies selection-of with the effects and selection-for with the causes of se-
lection. The topic of causality, however, raises difficult issues I cannot properly discuss in
this paper. I will thus leave the topic aside.
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discuss what the term “object” could mean in this distinction meta-
physically. For now, I will only say that Sober (1984) speaks mostly of
“selection of objects,” and “selection for properties,” very rarely if ever
of “selection of properties” or “selection for objects.” I thus assume that
selection of objects is, well, only about objects, and selection-for is only
about properties. Sober confirmed this interpretation: “I think I may on
occasion have talked about selection of properties, but my main point
has been to distinguish the selection of objects from selection for
properties” (E. Sober, personal communication, December 29, 2017). I
thus assume that he excludes “selection of properties” and “selection for
objects”.2

Sober (1984, p. 99, Fig. 2) illustrates with a simple analogy to a
“selection toy,” a closed container with levels that function as sieves.
Each level has holes of equal size that varies across levels (large,
medium, small). The container also encloses balls of different sizes, say,
large, medium, and small, perfectly correlated with different colors,
say, blue, red, and green, respectively (all and only the small balls are
green). The large balls are larger than all the holes, whereas the
medium balls are smaller than the larger holes but larger than the small
holes. The small balls are smaller than all the holes. If the container is
positioned to make the level with the smallest holes the lowest and
shaken, only the small balls sift through all the levels and eventually
end at the bottom.

In this toy, selection is the separation of balls according to their sizes
by the sieves, with the outcome being the small balls ending at the
bottom. Some balls can thus be said to “be selected” for their smallness,
but this does not mean that smallness is an object of selection. Smallness
is a property, not an object (I return to this in 5). The selected balls are
also green, but they were not selected for their greenness, nor was
greenness an object of selection.

Obviously, the process in the toy is just an analogy not to be taken
literally. Balls are not organisms (or genes, or groups of organisms), nor
is any ball selected in the biological sense that organisms are.
Biologically, selection refers to phenotypic-dependent differential re-
production in a population of organisms in some environment. In the
simplest case, one organism reproduces (leaves viable offspring) more
(at least once) for having certain heritable (genotypic-dependent)
phenotypic traits under certain environmental conditions, than at least
one other organism that reproduces less (never, in the extreme case) for
lacking such traits.

Darwin (1859), as is well known, thought of the term “selection”
inspired by the farmers’ practice of selective breeding, where they
choose some individual organisms over others to reproduce for having
certain traits of interest. The difference between this “artificial selec-
tion,” as Darwin called it, and natural selection is that the latter is done
by Nature and, hence, mindlessly (in contrast to the breeders, Nature
does not “choose”). Of course, all of this occurs in populations, which
lends itself to statistical accounts of changes in frequencies of pheno-
typic traits and genes across generations. Perhaps except for the sta-
tistical part (one can count balls of different kinds at different levels in
the toy), nothing else in biological selection (especially the phenotype,
genotype, and reproduction parts) applies to the balls in the toy.

Still, Sober’s analogy can help clarify what is involved in biological
selection. The objects of selection (selection-of, what is selected) in the
toy are balls. They correspond to the entities biologists have considered
as objects of natural selection, such as individual organisms, genes, or
groups (the dominant view in biology is that such entities are individual
organisms; see Mayr (1997), pp. 2091–2092). The smallness of the toy’s

balls corresponds to a phenotypic trait (possibly but not necessarily
smallness) that increases fitness qua reproductive success in biological
evolution by natural selection. Greenness corresponds to a phenotypic
trait that is neutral in that it does not affect fitness, but is still selected
because it is highly correlated with traits that increase fitness (the pa-
nadaptationist would reject such neutral trait).

In a more natural example, suppose an ancestor of giraffes’, say, a
specimen of Canthumeryx (estimated to have lived about 16 million
years ago) was selected for having a longer neck. This specimen would
correspond to a particular ball in the selection toy, whereas a certain
neck length corresponds to a ball’s smallness. Greenness in the selection
toy might correspond to, say, the ossicones’ shape (although the pa-
nadaptationist can concoct an adaptation story for any phenotypic
trait).

As any other distinction, Sober’s is neither perfect nor universally
accepted, but has been sufficiently influential among biologists and
philosophers of biology to be taken seriously. I will use it throughout
the paper, especially in 5 to articulate a metaphysical concern about
SbR. Before this, I discuss other, more epistemological concerns. I do
not intend them to be definitive, only as issues that I believe warrant
some discussion.

3. Pavlovian conditioning

In Pavlovian conditioning, the “reinforcer” is an unconditioned
stimulus (US) that normally elicits an unconditioned response (UR)
without any training. The US occurs in an optimal (temporal and sta-
tistical) relation with a conditioned stimulus (CS), which does not
normally evoke the UR. After several CS-US trials, the CS comes to
evoke, typically, a similar response (CR). The US need not depend on
any behavior, a feature many view as key to the Pavlovian-operant
distinction. Another feature is that the reinforcer in Pavlovian con-
ditioning initially and demonstrably elicits the response of interest
unconditionally (in fact, this response is often defined by whatever
response the US elicits), whereas in operant conditioning it is not.

In seems clear that TSbR, with its exclusive emphasis on operant
conditioning (where responding is emitted and reinforcement depends
on some response), does not capture Pavlovian conditioning.
Supporters of TSbR do not even seem to care about Pavlovian con-
ditioning. Indicative of this is the total absence of talk of Pavlovian
conditioning in all formulations of TSbR. As Baum (2017) put it,
“...operant behavior [is] the main focus of behavioral evolution” (2017,
p. 322).3

Also symptomatic is the tendency among supporters of TSbR to speak
more specifically of “selection by consequences,” in reference of “con-
sequences of responses” (i.e., operant reinforcement), rather than “se-
lection by reinforcement” (which can include Pavlovian reinforce-
ment). Most research in Skinnerian behavior analysis, the home of TSbR,
remains strongly guided by a sharp dichotomy between Pavlovian and
operant conditioning, with an interest only in operant conditioning. A
major reason for this separation is that Skinnerians still strongly re-
pudiate a key aspect of current Pavlovian conditioning research: The
postulation of nonbehavioral (typically cognitive) entities to explain
behavior.

TSbR’s exclusion of Pavlovian conditioning is problematic because
the evidence strongly suggests that both types of conditioning interact

2 He talks about “selection for jaws” (pp. 24, 98). If jaws are objects, my understanding
that there is no selection for objects is incorrect. However, the way he discusses the
distinction through the rest of his book strongly suggests that such talk is an abbreviation
of “features of jaw structure” (p. 24, emphasis mine). In fact, he seems to view jaws as
properties, not objects: “If jaws and chins were different characteristics” (p. 24, emphasis
mine). In a personal communication about this, he replied “Yes, I meant selection for
having a jaw” (E. Sober, December 29, 2017).

3 Baum (2012) has proposed to account for operant and Pavlovian conditioning in
terms of the notion of induction, and cast this notion in behavioral selectionism using a
behavioral interpretation of the Price equation (Baum, 2017). However, it is unclear to
me whether and exactly how induction differentially explains specific Pavlovian phe-
nomena such as interstimulus interval functions, overshadowing, blocking, second-order
conditioning, and latent inhibition, among others. Equally unclear is whether and how
Pavlovian conditioning fits in Baum’s (2017) use of the Price equation, which focuses on
operant conditioning. He does not illustrate how the equation applies specifically to any of
these phenomena.
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in significant ways. This interaction has been observed in misbehavior
(Breland and Breland, 1961), superstitious conditioning (Skinner,
1948), Pavlovian-instrumental transfer (e.g., Estes and Skinner, 1941;
Walker, 1942), reinforcement devaluation (Colwill and Rescorla,
1990), autoshaping (Brown and Jenkins, 1968), and cue-to-con-
sequence effects (Foree and LoLordo, 1973; Schindler and Weiss, 1982),
among others (see Davis and Hurwitz (1977), for more on operant-
Pavlovian interactions). It is far from clear whether and how TSbR can
account for these phenomena.

ESbR, in contrast, was partly an attempt to extend SbR to Pavlovian
conditioning. In this section, I focus on whether ESbR captures Pavlovian
conditioning behaviorally. ESbR also has a strong neural import related to
UPR-NNM. This import raises the possibility that certain neural entities
(synaptic efficacies) could be objects of SbR in ESbR, but I will discuss
this possibility in 4.

3.1. Environment-behavior relations as objects of selection

Key to ESbR’s inclusion of Pavlovian conditioning in SbR was the
assumption that, behaviorally, reinforcement did not select just re-
sponses (or behaviors, or activities) but “environment-behavior rela-
tions” (e.g., see Donahoe, 2013; Donahoe et al., 1997a, p. 194, b). A
major point of contention (among others) about the validity of this
assumption in operant conditioning (e.g., see Shull, 1995) arose from
the behavior-analytic characterization of operant responses as being
“emitted,” “free,” or “spontaneous.”

These terms only mean that experimental identification of control-
ling antecedent stimulation of operant responding is not necessary to
obtain reliable (“ordered”) data in operant conditioning. Pavlovian
conditioning, in contrast, requires (in fact, is defined by) the explicit,
precise scheduling of antecedent stimuli (the CS and US) that evoke the
response of interest. There are discriminated operants, which are said to
be “controlled” by explicitly scheduled antecedent stimuli, but these
stimuli cannot be treated as CSs in the traditional sense in Pavlovian
conditioning research.

What could the controlling antecedent stimulation be in free op-
erant responding? The answer had been in the air for a while before
UPR-NNM was formulated in terms of ESbR, although not necessarily in
these terms: Background or contextual cues. These cues are not stimuli in
the traditional sense that CSs and USs are, that is to say, discrete,
punctuate, or phasic environmental occurrences explicitly scheduled by
the experimenter. Contextual cues, in contrast to standard CSs, USs, and
discriminative stimuli, are more “static” (for the phasic-static distinc-
tion, see Balsam (1985), p. 9). That is to say, they remain unchanged for
relatively longer periods than the CSs and discriminative stimuli (al-
though the latter tend to last longer than CSs and, thus, approximate
more closely contextual cues). More precisely, contextual cues spatio-
temporally include all scheduled phasic stimuli (CSs, discriminative sti-
muli, primary reinforcers, USs) within sessions. The static features of an
operant conditioning chamber, such as the walls, floor, feeder opening,
and, crucially, operandum (e.g., a lever, a key, etc.), are contextual cues
in that sense.

There has been extensive animal research of the role of contextual
cues thus conceived (typically manipulated as a qualitative in-
dependent variable general features of the experimental environment,
e.g., the color and pattern of its walls, are changed across experimental
conditions). This research shows that the context exerts a strong in-
fluence on both, operant and Pavlovian conditioning (e.g., see Balsam
and Tomie, 1985; Dickinson et al., 1996; Gould and Bevins, 2012).

ESbR thus hypothesized that implicit (experimentally nonscheduled)
context-reinforcer relations reliably accompanied explicit response-re-
inforcer contingencies in “free” operant conditioning. These relations
allowed certain contextual cues, especially tactile, proprioceptive, and
visual stimulation from the operandum, to exert substantial antecedent
stimulus control over emitted responding. None of this meant that op-
erant conditioning was identical Pavlovian conditioning. Strictly,

implicit context-reinforcer contingencies in operant contingencies are
not Pavlovian, because, again, contextual cues are not CSs in the tra-
ditional sense of the term, and the reinforcer still depends on a re-
sponse, not a stimulus.

To call the resulting control relations “S-R” was equally inaccurate,
as antecedent stimuli (S), again, have been traditionally defined as
explicit (experimentally scheduled) phasic events, whereas contextual
cues are implicit and more static. They were thus called broadly “en-
vironmment-behavior” relations, to include “context-response” rela-
tions. Contextual cues are exteroceptive, sensory stimuli, but then again
not in the traditional operational sense that CSs, USs, or even dis-
criminative stimuli are. Contextual cues are stimuli functionally
speaking, in that they are reliable antecedent environmental conditions
that control responding, under operant and Pavlovian contingencies.

Terminology aside, ESbR was partly inspired by a unified principle of
reinforcement (Donahoe et al., 1982). According to this principle,
whenever a reinforcer causes a certain stimulation and responding
discrepancy (between absence in one moment and presence in the
next), all other cues acquire some control over all responses present at
that moment. Suppose a rat’s barpress response is immediately followed
by food. The occurrence of the food causes a stimulus and response
discrepancy (the food, and the UR that it presumably elicits, were ab-
sent immediately before, and now are present). This discrepancy
strengthens the control of all responses, including the barpress response
and the UR to the food, by all other stimuli present when the food
occurs. In free operant responding, only contextual cues are present, so
they are primary candidates for antecedent controlling stimulation.

ESbR arose from the additional assumption that the environment-
behavior relations that occur at the moment of reinforcement in an
individual animal are of the same type as the objects of natural selec-
tion in phylogenetic evolution(e.g., individual organisms).
Environment-behavior relations are thus supposed to be “selected” by
reinforcement (whether Pavlovian or operant) in the same sense that,
say, individual organisms are selected for having certain phenotypic
traits to reproduce during phylogenetic evolution.

3.2. Does ESbR capture Pavlovian conditioning behaviorally?

It is far from obvious how this question can be answered in the
affirmative. One reason has to do with the nature of the objects of
behavioral selection in Pavlovian conditioning, and the nature of the
behavioral variation that presumably is necessary for such selection,
according to ESbR. In terms of Sober’s (1984) distinction, it is unclear
what is selected, or what selection-of is about behaviorally, in Pavlovian
conditioning, according to ESbR.

Again, according to ESbR, the behavioral objects of selection in op-
erant and Pavlovian conditioning are environment-behavior relations,
not just behaviors. But this is too broad: Specifically what are the se-
lected environment-behavior relations in Pavlovian conditioning as
studied experimentally in animals, with the explicit presentation of CS-US
trials? The relations can only be CS-UR and US-UR, as only they occur
before and during Pavlovian conditioning and can thus serve as beha-
vioral objects of selection by Pavlovian reinforcement. CS-CR relations
do not count, as they occur after Pavlovian conditioning, when pre-
sumably SbR has already occurred.

Donahoe and Vegas (2004) reported evidence that the critical re-
lation in Pavlovian conditioning is not CS-US, as traditionally believed,
but CS-UR, a kind of environment-behavior relation. I thus take it that
CS-UR relations are the preferred candidates for behavioral objects of
selection by Pavlovian reinforcement, according to ESbR. However, in
typical experimental demonstrations of Pavlovian conditioning in the
laboratory, the CS does not vary qualitatively (in its sensory modality)
or quantitatively (in its duration, intensity, light wavelength if visual,
tone frequency if auditory, etc.). If variation is necessary for selection, it
is unclear that the CS provides the variation that according to ESbR is
supposed to be necessary for the selection of CS-UR relations by
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Pavlovian reinforcement.4

More crisply, if variation is necessary for selection in general, there
can be no selection, and hence no evolution, without variation. By
analogy, if according to ESbR CS variation is necessary for ontogenetic
selection by Pavlovian reinforcement, and if this selection is necessary
for Pavlovian conditioning to occur, there should be no (or very weak)
Pavlovian conditioning without CS variation. However, and this is the
problem, significant Pavlovian conditioning occurs without any CS
variation in the laboratory. Therefore, either there is no selection by
Pavlovian reinforcement, or there is but it is unnecessary for Pavlovian
conditioning, or CS variation is not necessary for such selection. All
these possibilities weaken ESbR.

There is variation in the UR, qualitative (e.g., Jenkins et al., 1978;
Zener, 1937) as well as quantitative (e.g., UR amplitude and latency
vary across US occurrences). But it is unclear whether it suffices for
selection by Pavlovian reinforcement, according to ESbR. If CS-UR re-
lations are the objects of behavioral selection in Pavlovian con-
ditioning, and if variation is necessary in both relata, UR variation per se
would not suffice.

Quite likely, there is much CS variation in natural settings, but this
does not solve the problem. Pavlovian conditioning in the laboratory, as
artificial and simpler as it might be, shows that Pavlovian conditioning
can occur without CS variation, and this suffices to conclude that CS
variation is not necessary for Pavlovian conditioning. If variation in the
CS is not necessary, then to postulate CS-UR relations as objects of se-
lection by Pavlovian reinforcement is unwarranted. Postulating the UR
as the only object of such selection should presumably suffice, but this
would eliminate a key explanatory resource from ESbR: Antecedent
control stimulation.

3.2.1. What are CS-UR relations selected for in Pavlovian conditioning?
A related issue refers to what CS-UR relations are selected for (in the

sense of Sober’s notion) in Pavlovian conditioning, according to ESbR.
They can only selected for their properties: CS modality, duration, and
intensity; UR form, duration, and magnitude; the CS-UR temporal re-
lation. It is far from clear which of these properties CS-UR relations are
supposedly selected for, and why. It is not clear how, or even whether
the matter can be resolved empirically. What kind of observation would
provide unequivocal evidence that CS-UR relations are selected for all
or only some of these properties, and if only some, which ones?

A similar issue afflicts selection by consequences in operant re-
inforcement. Behaviors in operant conditioning are defined by certain
topographical (form, duration, magnitude) and functional properties
(producing a reinforcer, perhaps in the presence of a discriminative
stimulus). Exactly which of these properties are behaviors in operant
conditioning selected for, and why? All of them? What kind of evidence
would support answers to these questions empirically?

In sum, although it seems clear that TSbR does not capture Pavlovian
conditioning, it is unclear that ESbR, which was propounded to include
Pavlovian conditioning, does, at least behaviorally. I am not claiming
that ESbR cannot possibly capture Pavlovian conditioning. I am only
claiming that it is far from clear exactly how it does, especially re-
garding the objects of selection (what is selected) in Pavlovian con-
ditioning, and the supposed necessity of CS variation for selection by
Pavlovian reinforcement.

4. Computational modeling

As mentioned in the introduction, UPR-NNM was formulated as a
unified connectionist (formal) interpretation of Pavlovian and operant

conditioning (Donahoe et al., 1993). The interpretation was originally
cast in terms of ESbR, and remained central to simulation research work
with UPR-NNM for years. Although I discussed ESbR’s behavioral aspect
separately in the previous section, ESbR has always been closely related
to UPR-NNM. This relation also gives ESbR a strong neural import, which
I discuss in this section, as formulated in UPR-NNM.

Theorizing in terms of brain structure and function has been central
to ESbR, another key difference with TSbR (the other is ESbR’s inclusion of
Pavlovian conditioning). In this section, however, I raise two further
concerns. One, what are the neural objects of selection according to
UPR-NNM’s interpretation of ESbR? Two, is ESbR necessary to formulate
and use UPR-NNM? I will dedicate most of this section to the second
concern.

About the first concern, I will only say that it remains unclear to me
what could the neural objects of SbR be according to UPR-NNM’s in-
terpretation of ESbR, in relation to the supposed necessity of variation
for SbR. One candidate is synaptic efficacies, simulated in UPR-NNM as
connection weights. The assumption would be that if synaptic efficacies
are the neural objects of SbR according to ESbR, then variation among
synaptic efficacies previous to conditioning should be necessary for SbR
and, to this extent, conditioning to occur.

I do not deny the very likely possibility that there is much variation
in an animal’s relevant synaptic efficacies before conditioning in the
laboratory. However, this possibility per se, even if it is a fact, does not
imply that such variation is necessary for conditioning. Compelling
evidence for this necessity would be significantly weaker conditioning
without such variation. As far as I know, no such evidence is available.
It is not even clear whether and how the key experimental manipulation
(making all relevant synaptic efficacies as similar as possible) could be
done.

Additionally, Burgos (2001) showed that neural networks in UPR-
NNM can simulate strong conditioning (Pavlovian as well as operant, or
at least a form of autoshaping) with all initial connection weights set to
the same value, with no variation across them. UPR-NNM thus predicts
strong conditioning in the absence of any initial variation in synaptic
efficacies. In this way, the model predicts, contrary to a key assumption
of SbR, that initial variation is not necessary for conditioning. Of course,
the model could be wrong, but compelling evidence is needed in order
to reach this conclusion. My point is that this prediction is at odds with
ESbR, which weakens its association with UPR-NNM.

4.1. Is ESbR necessary to formulate and use UPR-NNM?

Another problem is that UPR-NNM can be formulated and used
without any reference whatsoever to ESbR. UPR-NNM can be formulated
purely in terms of its activation rule, learning rule, and network ar-
chitecture, linked to neuroscientific principles (suitably simplified for
modeling purposes), and how they relate to behavior and the en-
vironment. ESbR does not help formulate any of these components in any
clearer, more precise way. Quite the contrary, adding ESbR makes the
model’s formulation unnecessarily cumbersome and more speculative
than it already is.

Nor is ESbR necessary to use UPR-NNM for explanation and predic-
tion purposes. All simulations of conditioning phenomena with UPR-
NNM can be explained purely in terms of different dynamics of acti-
vations and weights in a network architecture trained with protocols
that simulate conditioning procedures of interest. None of this calls for
ESbR. Quite the contrary, adding ESbR makes explanations and predic-
tions with the model unnecessarily less parsimonious. Parsimony
should not be pursued at the expense of explanatory and predictive
power, but thus far ESbR has not increased the model’s explanatory or
predictive power in any way.

None of this is surprising. After all, UPR-NNM is a model. As such, it
leaves much out, as any model. Input activations in the model simulate
primary-sensory effects of exteroceptive stimuli, not stimuli per se as
usually defined in conditioning research (e.g., electromagnetic

4 It might be assumed that there is variation in how animals “perceive” and “attend to”
the CS. However, much hinges on how perception and attention to the CS are conceived.
If conceived neurally (as they would likely be in ESbR), they would be neural, whereas my
focus here is on behavioral objects of selection.
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radiation of a certain wavelength, magnitude, and duration). Output
activations simulate primary-motor precursors of responding, not re-
sponses (or patterns of activity extended in time) per se. Therefore, the
model’s relevance to behavior is conjectural. Primary-sensory activity is
hypothesized to be a reasonably reliable indicator of the occurrence of
stimuli, and primary-motor activity to be a reasonably reliable indicator
of responding (or behaving).

The model can simulate Pavlovian conditioning with constant CS
and US input, and UR output activations, but this only suggests that
variation in primary-sensory effects of the CS and primary-motor pre-
cursors of the UR (and CR) is not necessary for SbR (another novel
prediction pending empirical test). But the model excludes everything
before such effects and after such precursors. It thus says nothing about
whether it could simulate Pavlovian conditioning without assuming any
variation in the CS-UR relation, variation that I take ESbR to postulate as
necessary for Pavlovian conditioning.

It thus is not possible to determine whether UPR-NNM satisfies ESbR,
but this determination is not required to formulate and use the model.
Whether there actually is variation in CS-UR relations, and whether it is
necessary for Pavlovian conditioning, is irrelevant to UPR-NNM.
Equally irrelevant is the issue of why CS-UR relations are selected for in
Pavlovian conditioning. None of these issues, central to ESbR, are raised
in the model, nor do they need to be addressed to formulate and use it.

Overall, then, the model does not call for ESbR, which does not ne-
cessarily make ESbR wrong, of course, but this is not my point. My point
is that using and formulating UPR-NNM does not need ESbR, and that
this does not necessarily make the model wrong. The model can si-
mulate a wide range of Pavlovian conditioning phenomena without
being cast in terms of ESbR. Forcing ESbR into the model makes its for-
mulation and use unnecessarily intricate. The model stands on its own.

4.1.1. Going Evo-Devo without SbR
A major motivation for SbR is to make a substantive contact be-

tween conditioning theory and the theory of evolution by natural se-
lection with genetic inheritance (the synthetic theory, for short). UPR-
NNM per se does not make such contact, as this model is only about
some of the neural substrates of conditioning during ontogeny, in in-
dividual networks that are handcrafted and remain fixed during
training (i.e., do not develop). The handcrafted networks are supposed
to simulate neural circuits in adult brains that result from evolutionary
and developmental processes, but UPR-NNM says nothing about such
processes. Can UPR-NNM make contact these processes without ESbR?
Yes, it can. Commitment to ESbR is not the only or even best way for
conditioning research to make substantive contact with the synthetic
theory.

Burgos (1997) developed a computational approach to the evolution
of conditioning by combining UPR-NNM with a genetic algorithm (GA),
to simulate the evolution of Pavlovian conditioning in neural networks.
A detailed description of this approach is beyond the scope of this essay.
I will thus only summarize it briefly, just to give a general idea of how it
works. This idea will suffice to make my point that SbR is not just un-
necessary for making a substantive contact between conditioning
theory and the synthetic theory of evolution (by natural selection with
genetic inheritance). It also makes this contact needlessly redundant
and muddled.

A GA is a class of computational models of evolution by selection
with genetic inheritance. Invented by Holland (1975), they are widely
used to solve search and optimization problems, but can also be used to
theorize about the evolution of learning and behavior. The main com-
ponents of a GA are a population of virtual chromosomes or genotypes
(bit strings), a genotype-to-phenotype transformation or “develop-
mental” algorithm, and a fitness function that determines which phe-
notypes are selected to reproduce. Reproduction is simulated as genetic
replication with recombination and (far less probably) mutation.

In the GA I coded for UPR-NNM, the developmental algorithm
converts the genotypes into neural networks. This conversion follows

the phases of neural development, identified in developmental neu-
roscience: Proliferation (production of unspecific units), migration
(movement of produced units to layers), specification (when the fea-
tures of the units, e.g., inhibitory or excitatory, free activation and
learning parameters, etc., are specified), synaptogenesis (formation of
connections, with initial weights set according to a Hebbian rule), and
neuronal death (elimination of unconnected units). A genotype in this
combination thus encodes in binary developmental parameters (e.g.,
proliferation and migration probabilities, etc.).

In contrast to other combinations of a GA with a neural-network
model, genotypes in the present combination do not encode directly
any particular traits of neural networks, let alone their behavior (cf.
McDowell, 2004). The fitness function is just a network conditioned
output activations after some training. The networks with higher con-
ditioned output activations are more likely to be selected to reproduce.

4.1.2. A cycle for the evolution of learning without SbR
A cycle in this approach is shown in Fig. 1. First, a population of

genotypes is transformed into a population of neural networks (the
initial genotype population is randomly generated) through a neuro-
developmental algorithm. Each genotype is divided into segments that
encode neurodevelopmental parameters in binary (e.g., proliferation,
migration, and connection probabilities for the various types of units
that can constitute a neural network in UPR-ANN; free activation and
learning parameters for each type of unit, etc.). These parameters de-
termine the final (“adult”) architecture of a neural network. The

Fig. 1. An evolutionary cycle in a combination of UPR-NNM with a GA (after Burgos and
Robayo, 2011, Fig. 3). First, a population of genotypes (simulated as bit strings that
encode neurodevelopmental parameters) is developed into a population of structural
phenotypes (neural networks), according to a neural development algorithm inspired by
the phases of proliferation, migration, specification, synaptogenesis, and neuronal death,
as identified in developmental neuroscience. Each network is then trained in a con-
ditioning procedure of interest (e.g., a forward-delay procedures with a certain CS-US,
interstimulus interval or ISI), and given test CSs to determine the conditioned output
activations (functional phenotypes). After this, networks compete in selection tourna-
ments based on their mean conditioned output activations during the test phase. Net-
works with the highest conditioned output activations win the tournaments and are se-
lected to reproduce. Reproduction is simulated by replicating, recombining, and mutating
the reproducing networks’ genotypes. The result is a new population (generation) of
genotypes. The cycle can be repeated for as many generations as wished.
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genotypes do not directly encode any network structural or behavioral
traits.

The result of the neurodevelopmental algorithm is a population of
neural networks qua structural phenotypes. Then, each neural network
is trained in a conditioning procedure, after which groups of randomly
selected networks compete in selection tournaments to reproduce. The
network with the highest conditioned output activation after training
wins and is selected to reproduce. Reproduction consists of the re-
plication, recombination, and (much less probably) mutation of the
winners’ genotypes (no inheritance of acquired characters). The result
is a new population that descends from the previous one (a generation).
This cycle is repeated for as many generations as desired, which results
in a sequence of ancestor-descent generations, lineages, or evolutionary
lines.

This cycle has all the basic components of a process of evolution by
natural selection with (non-Lamarckian) genetic inheritance, as pro-
pounded in the synthetic theory: Genotypic and structural and func-
tional phenotypic variation in a population, phenotype-dependent (in
this case, CR-dependent) fitness function, and selection with re-
production (genetic recombination and mutation) that generates a new
genotype population. The cycle also includes a developmental compo-
nent that interacts with the evolutionary process.

The way the approach simulates the ontogeny/phylogeny, geno-
type/phenotype, and structure/function distinctions summarized in 2 is
clear from Fig. 1. The approach captures the selection-of/selection-for
distinction as follows. The most direct objects of selection are in-
dividual neural networks (structural phenotypes). They thus correspond
to the balls in Sober’s selection toy. The networks’ genotypes are also
objects of selection, but less directly, as reproductive success (winning
selection tournaments) does not directly depend on them. The approach
thus allows for at least two objects of selection, direct (neural networks
qua structural phenotypes) and indirect (genotypes).

Networks are most directly selected for higher conditioned output
activations (functional phenotypic traits). These activations are thus
analogous to the smallness of the small balls in Sober’s toy (with an
important difference I will discuss in 5.3). Such higher activations are
mediated by a structural phenotype, so networks are also selected for
having certain structural traits (e.g., a certain number of input, hidden,
and output units; a certain connectivity, etc.). Are any network struc-
tural traits analogous to the greenness of the selected balls in Sober’s
toy? No answer to this question is currently available, as the necessary
quantitative analyses remain to be done. However, the approach pro-
vides all the necessary means to answer the question, albeit some
preliminary conjectural work will likely be required (e.g., a criterion to
decide whether a structural network trait, like the greenness of the balls
in Sober’s toy, piggybacks on those which allow networks to have
higher conditioned output activations).

In preliminary simulations with this approach (Burgos, 1997), net-
works were selected for higher CR output activations under Pavlovian
contingencies (in a forward-delay procedure) with different inter-
stimulus intervals (ISIs) for different groups of networks, which resulted
in different lineages. The results showed a negatively accelerated in-
crease in the mean population fitness (CR output activations) across
generations of networks, for all lineages. These results are consistent
with Baldwin' (1896) conjecture that learning could be a factor in
evolution without assuming Lamarckian inheritance. Different lineages
resulted in phenotypically different network populations. In particular,
shorter ISIs resulted in smaller networks, and longer ISIs in larger
networks. There also was a progressive reduction in variation (geno-
typic and phenotypic), which is consistent with the observation that
natural selection reduces variation within a lineage.

The approach is not restricted to Pavlovian conditioning strictly
conceived. The approach also applies to a key aspect of operant con-
ditioning, the acquisition of emitted responding, not elicited by the
reinforcer. Burgos and Robayo (2011) showed that the approach could
also simulate the evolution of conditioned emitted responding by

selection for higher emitted-responding output activations (primary-
motor precursors of responding not caused by reinforcer input activa-
tions) under Pavlovian contingencies. The study thus simulated the
evolution of a sort of autoshaping (without response directedness; cf.
Burgos, 2007). The results, as expected, showed a substantial increase
in the mean fitness (emitted-responding output activations under Pav-
lovian contingencies) from the first to the last generation.

My key point with all this is that a substantive contact between
conditioning theory and the synthetic theory of evolution is possible
without any form of SbR. A primary motivation for SbR, to make such a
contact, thus vanishes. SbR is unnecessary for the purpose of making
that contact. I see no need to assume that conditioning at the ontoge-
netic level, whether Pavlovian or operant, is deeply like evolution by
natural selection.

5. A metaphysical concern

My concerns about SbR thus far have been epistemological. They
point at SbR’s difficulties to account for Pavlovian conditioning, and be
justified in view of a computational approach to the phylogeny and
ontogeny of Pavlovian and operant conditioning. In this section, I
supplement these concerns with a metaphysical one. It arises from the
assumption in SbR that reinforcement selects behaviors (responses,
actions, activities, response patterns, etc.), or environment-behavior
relations. Specifically, are behaviors the kinds of entities of which it
makes metaphysical sense to say that are selected? In terms of Sober’s
(1984) notion of selection-of, are behaviors objects of selection? I will
argue that they are not, at least under a standard metaphysical view of
objects, even if animals can be selected for behaving in certain ways (a
different assertion I do not question). I begin with a reflection on the
metaphysics of natural selection.

5.1. Natural selection as a process

Natural (biological) selection minimally involves heritable (geneti-
cally-determined) phenotypic-dependent differential reproduction in a
population. Some organisms reproduce (leave viable offspring) more
than others do for having certain heritable phenotypic traits under
certain environmental conditions. A key aspect is implicit in the more
reproductively successful organisms: Natural selection is a process. This
diachronic character of natural selection is mentioned quite often in
evolutionary biology, but seldom discussed. Darwin (1859) used several
times the expression “the process of natural selection.” A search for this
expression in Google Books returns over 75,000 results, and “natural
selection is a process” returns over 7000 results. Sober (1984) talks of
“selection process” multiple times. A recent book gives this definition:
“Natural selection is a process of sorting by reproductive success that
occurs in populations of replicating units, whether those units are
molecules, cells, organisms, or larger units” (Stearns, 2017 p. 196).

This process character of natural selection has never been put in
metaphysical focus, but I will do it here for my analysis. What does it
mean that natural selection is a process? We must first ask what a
process is, to which Rescher (1996) answers:

A process is a coordinated group of changes in the complexion of
reality, an organized family of occurrences that are systematically
linked to one another either causally or functionally. It is emphati-
cally not necessarily a change in or of an individual thing, but can
simply relate to some aspect of the general “condition of things.” A
process consists in an integrated series of connected developments
unfolding in conjoint coordination ... Processes are correlated with
occurrences or events: Processes always involve various events, and
events exist only in and through processes. Processes develop over
time (p. 38, emphasis added).

This answer includes all the key metaphysical aspects of processes,
of which change may be the most central: Processes consist
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fundamentally of change in that they develop over time and crucially
involve a series of related events or occurrences (these will also be
central to my analysis in 5.4). Processes may (although need not) in-
volve one or more changes in an individual thing (more on things in
5.2).

One way to capture the process character of natural selection (there
might be other ways) is to view natural selection as involving episodes of
changes between two critical times: Before reproduction and during
reproduction. The durations and separations of these times are irrele-
vant to the interpretation. Following Mayr (1997), I focus on individual
organisms as objects of natural selection: “... most evolutionists agree
that the individual organism is the principal object of selection” (p.
2091). I will thus assume that individual organisms can be correctly
said to be selected. The interpretation (suitably modified) also works
with other objects (as conceived in 5.2) of natural selection (e.g., genes,
groups of organisms).

Formally, to say that an individual organism O was selected, in a
way that captures the process character of natural selection, means
minimally that O does not reproduce in time t1 (before reproduction)
and then reproduces in t2 (during reproduction), both times before
stating that O was selected (or that there was selection of O).
Reproduction in t2 is the culmination of the episode and a criterion
(among others) for that statement. The change that gives an episode of
natural selection a process character is from O’s not reproducing in t1 to
O’s reproducing in t2 (the repetition of O in t1 and t2 will be crucial in
5.2). Fig. 2 depicts a diagram of this interpretation, where the arrows
represent time as passing from left to right.

An episode of natural selection is more than a single reproduction
incident. It also is genetically-heritable phenotypic-dependent differ-
ential reproduction in a population. I thus am not equating natural
selection to reproduction of a single organism. I am only saying that the
change from not reproducing to reproducing is partly constitutive of an
episode of natural selection as a process. To say that O was selected
means additionally that O (usually among others) reproduced in t2 for
having certain phenotypic traits under certain environmental condi-
tions in at least t1 (likely also in t2). Other organisms reproduced less for
having such traits to a lesser degree, under comparable conditions. For
simplicity, I leave this additional meaning of “O was selected” implicit
to focus on said change.

This interpretation captures the basic intuition behind the breeders’
artificial selection that inspired Darwin. Artificial selection is minimally
a two-stage process. First, the breeder examines a number of candidates
for reproduction. In this initial stage, there has been no selection yet,

but the stage is constitutive of the process of selection. Second, the
breeder choses at least one of the candidates over the others, and makes
the selected candidate(s) mate to reproduce. Only then can these or-
ganisms be truthfully said to have been (artificially) selected to re-
produce.

The same intuition is behind Sober’s (1984) selection toy. In the first
stage, the toy is upside down and all the balls are placed at the bottom.
Then, in the second stage, the toy is turned and shaken, the small balls
sieve through the levels, and end up at the other bottom. Only then, the
small balls can be truthfully said to have been selected. In both cases, as
in natural selection, there is a process consisting at least of an initial
and a final stage.

Similarly, in an episode of natural selection, interactions between
certain organisms’ phenotypic traits and their environments occur
during a first stage, which allow organisms to survive. At this point,
there has not been selection yet, but this stage is constitutive of the
process (the process also includes other organisms that do not survive
for having such traits to a lesser degree). Then, sometime after these
interactions, the same organisms mate and reproduce, while others do
not. Only after this, the organisms that reproduced can be truthfully
said to have been (naturally) selected.

5.2. Objects as continuants

In Fig. 2, what is selected, O, is an individual organism. In Sober’s
(1984) distinction, there is selection of O. If selection-of is only about
objects, O is an object. However, I need to discuss in more depth the
metaphysics of objects, because the term is used in several ways. Phi-
losophers often use “object” to refer to properties (features, traits,
characteristics), but if Sober did this, there would be little if any dif-
ference between selection-of and selection-for. I thus doubt that he uses
“object” as synonymous with “property.”

What does he mean by “object,” then? One possibility is that he
means the traditional metaphysical sense of “thing.” The balls in his
selection toy are objects in this sense. There are many other examples: A
particular, specific chair, table, ball, boulder, lightbulb, clock, car,
pencil, tree, dog, cat, person, glass, ship (e.g., Titanic), bridge (e.g., the
Golden Gate), city (e.g., New York City), building (e.g., the Empire
State, the building as well as the State of New York), spoon, and
computer, among myriad others.

Examples of things also abound in science. In astronomy and as-
trophysics, a specific celestial body (e.g., planet, satellite, asteroid,
comet, and star) is a thing, as is a particular subatomic particle in
quantum mechanics, and atom and molecule in chemistry. Jupiter is a
thing, as is each one of its moons, our own Moon, our planet, and our
Sun. In biology, a particular protein, cell, organ, animal, and plant is an
object-qua-thing. O in Fig. 2 is an object-qua-thing as well, as is a
particular neuron, neural circuit (natural or artificial), and brain in
neuroscience. In behavior analysis, a particular experimental subject
(e.g., Rat 221, Pigeon 143) is an object-qua-thing, as is any particular
lever, key, food pellet, grain, and water drop (a stimulus or response is
not an object-qua-thing, as I argue in 5.3).

In general, all objects-qua-things are specific, particular, concrete,
spatiotemporally restricted entities. Grammatically, many things (e.g.,
people, pets, places) are denoted by proper names. Many spatio-
temporally restricted entities are not objects-qua-things. An important
class of such entities was anticipated in Rescher’s (1996) quotation
above: Occurrences, which will be central to my analysis and I will
discuss in 5.3.

The terms “object” and “thing” are too equivocal. Following Simons
(1987), I will use the more technical term “continuant” for “object-qua-
thing.” Another term that philosophers use is “individual,” but some
readers might misread it as “person” or “animal.” Philosophers have
also used the term “substance,” but it brings back bad memories (e.g.,
Cartesian thinking substances). The term “continuant” does not suffer
from these problems. I thus interpret Sober’s (1984) notion of selection-

Fig. 2. An interpretation of part of an episode of natural selection as a process. Time
(arrows) passes from left to right. An individual organism O does not reproduce in t1
(before reproduction) and reproduces sometime afterwards in t2 (during reproduction,
which ends the episode). This change gives natural selection a process character.
Sometime afterwards, O is said to have been selected (i.e., it is asserted that there was
selection of O). The durations and separations (ellipses) of t1 and t2 are irrelevant. To say
that O was selected additionally means that O reproduced for having certain phenotypic
traits under certain environmental conditions during t1, and other individual organisms
did not reproduce (or reproduced less) for having such traits to a lesser degree, in a
comparable environment. To simplify, I leave this additional meaning implicit and focus
on said change.
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of to be only about continuants. All the above examples of objects-qua-
things are continuants.

The term “continuant” also conveys a key feature that objects qua
things are widely assumed to have. This feature thickens the plot
slightly, but it is quite intuitive: Objects as things have an identity that
makes them what they are and remains unchanged (“continues,” hence
the term “continuant”) throughout their existence. This notion of
identity is fundamental to all ontological considerations. As Quine
(1957-58) aptly said, “No entity without identity” (p. 20): No ex-
istential claim can be meaningfully made without a criterion to decide
unequivocally whether the claim refers to one or several entities (he
uses the term “entity” in its broadest sense of a member of any onto-
logical category; I use it in this way).

Exactly what determines a continuant’s identity is complicated, but
I do not need to discuss this here. I need only say that a continuant’s
identity is partially determined by the continuant’s essential parts (not to
be confused with essential properties), without which the continuant
would cease to exist or, at least, become a different continuant. Exactly
what the essential parts of a thing are can also be complicated, espe-
cially in such complex things as organisms, but intuitively, it seems
reasonable to assume that my left thumb, for instance, is not an es-
sential part of me. I could lose it and still be me, or so I hope. Perhaps
my brain (continuants themselves), or a certain part of it (e.g., the
prefrontal cortex) is an essential part of me. Of course, there is much
recycling of parts (molecules, cells, tissues) over time, so the term
“identity” does not mean “perfectly identical throughout time.” Rather,
it denotes more flexibly an approximately constant conservation of a
certain physical configuration.

Whatever a continuant’s essential parts are, the standard account in
metaphysics is that they all are only spatial, in the sense of having all
three spatial dimensions. Continuants exist in spacetime, but all of their
parts are only spatial. Continuants thus exist completely (have all their
essential parts) at every moment of their existence (if a continuant loses
an essential part, it ceases to exist or be the continuant it is).
Continuants are thus said to persist through time by enduring, for which
they are also called “endurants.”

5.2.1. Continuant self-sameness through time
All this can be expressed as the ontological principle of (approx-

imate) continuant self-sameness: An object as a thing as a continuant is
(approximately, sufficiently) the same entity at every moment of its
existence. I am the same entity now as the entity I was an hour ago or
yesterday, my cat Bolt is the same entity today as he was yesterday, the
day before yesterday, and so on. The importance of this principle
cannot be overstated. For example, it underlies all practices of pun-
ishment for bad deeds and rewards for good deeds. To punish a person
today for having committed a crime last year assumes it is the same
person today and last year. If two numerically distinct people were
assumed here, it would be an injustice to punish the person today for a
crime that a different person committed last year. Again, the sameness
here is approximate, not strict: A continuant is the same entity (or
something close enough) at every moment of its existence.

Similarly, in an FR-20 schedule, the rat that receives a food pellet
for emitting the 20th barpress response is supposed to be the same rat
that emitted the first 19 barpresses, and so on. The logic of within-
subjects designs relies on this principle: The subject, in singular, is said
to be its own control. The assumption is that the same animal receives
various treatments through time. In this sense, then, these designs also
implement processes. The same logic is found in the process character
of natural selection.

In my interpretation in 5.1 (Fig. 2), O denotes an individual or-
ganism as a continuant. O is thus (approximately) the same entity in t1
(before reproduction) and t2 (during reproduction). This condition is
necessary for saying truthfully in t3 that O was selected (other condi-
tions must also be met, as I have clarified). If numerically different
entities were involved in t1 and t2, this statement would be false, as it

refers to only one entity (O). It is unclear what alternative selection
statement made in t3 could refer to more than one entity and was true of
this scenario while capturing the process character of natural selection.
If two numerically different entities O1 and O2 are assumed to be in-
volved in t1 and t2, respectively, the only possible alternative statement
is that O2 was selected in t2, but this statement does not capture the key
change that gives natural selection a process character.

5.3. Particular behaviors as occurrents

All continuants are spatiotemporally restricted entities, but not vice
versa. Many entities are spatiotemporally restricted but not con-
tinuants, for which ontologists have another ontological category. This
category is anticipated in Rescher’s (1996) quotation above: Occur-
rences. This category arises naturally from the precision that many
continuants have many properties only sometimes, occasionally or
temporarily. Behavioral properties are primary examples; other ex-
amples are physiological properties (e.g., a certain membrane potential
or synaptic efficacy). No behavioral property is continuously possessed
throughout any animal’s entire life. A particular behavior occurs when a
particular animal has a behavioral property temporarily, in a particular
time and place. Hence, all particular behaviors too are temporary.
During one time, an animal, say a rat, does something (e.g., pressing a
bar); during another time, the same animal does something else (e.g.,
eating a food pellet).

It makes no substantive difference whether a particular behavior is a
single response, a sequence or pattern of responses, a stimulus-response
or environment-behavior relation, or an activity extended in time (a
particular baseball game, a particular piano recital). A particular re-
sponse is as temporary as a particular action potential (even if the latter
is much shorter). Both are as temporary as last night’s piano recital,
Tuesday’s baseball game, my writing this essay for the past few hours,
and this morning’s walk in the park and my waving my neighbor, all of
which are longer and more complex than a particular barpress response
or action potential. The key notion here is that all particular behaviors
and their relations to their environments, no matter how short or long,
simple or complex, are temporary possessions of behavioral properties.
The molar-molecular distinction is irrelevant to this temporary char-
acter of particular behaviors.

In a word, all particular behaviors, no matter how short or long,
simple or complex, are events, occurrences, or happenings. It is this what
makes behavior dynamical in nature. I shall use the more technical and
general term “occurrent” (e.g., Simons, 1987) to avoid the confusion
that events are short, simple occurrences. I will also use the term to
include related entities such as states and processes.

In general, occurrents involve change. They happen when an object
ceases to have a certain property during some time and has a different
property in some future time (e.g., when a chameleon turns from red to
green, a patch of a neuron’s membrane changes polarity from −45 to
65mv, a rat stops barpressing to eat, etc.). It is key to understand that
occurrents, as traditionally conceived in metaphysics, belong in a dif-
ferent ontological category from properties (whether temporarily or
permanently possessed) and continuants.

In natural selection, organisms can be selected for having properties
permanently or temporarily. The small green balls in Sober's (1984) toy
are selected for being small, and they possess this property perma-
nently. In contrast, consider a particular chameleon that turns green
when it crawls into a green background (a dense forest tree). This oc-
current camouflages the chameleon, allowing it to be missed by a
predator (or a prey) in a particular time and place. In contrast to the
small green balls in Sober’s toy, which are permanently green (and
small and spherical), the chameleon is only temporarily green, but still
it can be selected for having been temporarily green. This temporary
possession of greenness might have allowed the chameleon to live an-
other day by escaping a predator, or eating a pray, in which case, it also
temporarily extended its tongue, another occurrent (a behavioral one).
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This example illustrates that the notion of selection-for applies to
temporarily possessed as much as it does to permanently possessed
properties. Behavioral properties are not the exception to this. The
chameleon’s temporary extension of its tongue is a particular behavior
(an occurrent, a temporary possession of the property of tongue-ex-
tensionhood), for which the chameleon can be selected (i.e., survive
and mate afterwards). A cheetah’s running during a particular time in a
particular place in chase of a prey is a particular behavior (an occur-
rent) where the cheetah is an object that temporarily possesses the
property of running-hood. If the cheetah gets the prey, this occurrent
allowed the cheetah to obtain nourishment and thus live another day,
increasing its chances to mate and reproduce. If the cheetah mates
afterwards, it can be said to have been selected for having run fast.

5.3.1. Behaviors-qua-occurrents have temporal parts
The main outcome of the preceding section is that particular be-

haviors are occurrents. According to a standard metaphysical view, a
distinctive feature of all occurrents, particular behaviors included, is
that they (in contrast to continuants) have temporal parts, stages, or
phases. The notion of a temporal part might sound strange, as the term
“part” is commonly used to refer to a continuant's spatial parts (e.g., a
table’s legs, an organism’s cells, a rat’s, chameleon and pianist’s limbs,
etc.; see 5.2). 5.2.

As an example, consider a particular behavior like a waving episode
in a particular time and place by a continuant called “Sticko,” as de-
picted in Fig. 3. Like all other occurrents, this behavior is divided into
indefinitely many temporal segments, but I will illustrate with six, la-
beled as t1 through t6. The horizontal arrow represents the passage of
time, from left to right. Sticko’s name is repeated throughout the oc-
current to indicate that Sticko (like O in Fig. 2) is a continuant and
hence (approximately) the same entity throughout the occurrent (see
5.2.1).

Each segment is a snapshot as a temporal part of the occurrent.
During t1, Sticko’s right arm is at rest. During t2, Sticko raises its right
arm a bit, and so on. This episode consists of shorter occurrents (e.g.,
Sticko’s right arm position change from t1 to t2 is also an occurrent, but
a shorter one). All these segments (and infinitely many more) are
temporal parts of the occurrent. It is the occurrent which has temporal
parts, not Sticko. Sticko is a continuant and hence satisfies the principle
of continuant self-sameness discussed in 5.2.1. During each temporal
part, Sticko possesses a certain behavioral property temporarily. The

behavioral properties that Sticko possesses temporarily are the different
right-arm positions (at rest at a certain angle at t1, slightly higher at a
different angle at t2, even higher at another angle at t3, etc.).

Having temporal parts implies that the occurrent (like all other
occurrents) is incomplete or, as is more commonly put in metaphysics,
exists incompletely during any of its temporal parts. Assume for the sake
of argument that Sticko’s right arm position during t4 (a temporal part
of the occurrent) is the present (highlighted by the vertical arrow).
During t4, the occurrent is incomplete because some of its temporal
parts (t1, t2, and t3) are in the past, others in the future (t5 and t6). This
feature obtains for any time during this (or any other) occurrent.
However, Stick, as a continuant, exists completely during any temporal
part of the occurrent.

The notion of a temporal part qua temporal segment and its im-
plication that any occurrent exists incompletely during any of its tem-
poral parts should not be counterintuitive. A particular baseball game is
temporally segmented into the first inning, second inning, third inning,
and so on. Each inning is a temporal part of game. The first inning is an
initial segment (a temporal part of the beginning of the game), the
second inning another segment that is in the future of the first inning,
and so on (each inning is another, shorter occurrent, consisting in turn
of other, even shorter occurrents). During the fourth inning, the game
exists incompletely, as some of its parts (the first three innings) lie in
the past, others (the rest of the innings) in the future. A soccer game is
temporally segmented into the first half and second half (other seg-
ments include various “stoppage” times and a halftime), and so on.
During the second time, the game exists incompletely, as some of its
temporal parts are in the past, and so on.

An occurrent is complete (exists completely) only when it is over,
and hence, all of its temporal parts are in the past. Sticko’s waving
episode is over after t6, a chameleon’s turning green occurrent is over
when the chameleon changes color, a baseball game is over after the
last inning, a rat’s barpressing response is over as soon as the bar micro-
switch closes, and so on. Once an occurrent ends, it is unrepeatable. The
reason is clear: The time of an occurrent is constitutive of the occurrent.
An occurrent that has ended lies entirely in the past. Hence, to assert
that an occurrent is repeatable (i.e., that the same occurrent can occur
again) implies that the past could be in the present, which violates basic
intuitions about time.5 Sticko can thus be truthfully said to have waved
only after the occurrent is over, not before.

Similar occurrents often take place, but they would still be numeri-
cally different occurrents qua particular happenings. The first time a
chameleon turns green is a different occurrent from the second time the
same chameleon turns green (after having turned brown), and this oc-
current is different from the third time a chameleon turns green, and so
on. There are three different occurrents of the same type, but they are
unrepeatable. They are similar, but this does not make them numeri-
cally one and the same occurrent (even if there is only one occurrent
type). Likewise, a rat’s first barpress is a different occurrent from the
same rat’s second barpress (I explain the emphasis in 5.2), and the
second barpress is different from the third barpress, and so on. They are
similar (which is traditionally interpreted in metaphysics as being of the
same type) but still count as numerically three distinct responses, and
they are unrepeatable.

5.3.2. Is there selection of occurrents?
In 5.2.1, Fig. 2, to say in t3 that O was selected means partly that O is

the same entity before (in t1) and during reproduction (in t2). That is to
say, O satisfies the principle of continuant self-sameness, which is ne-
cessary (but not sufficient) for saying truthfully in t3 that O was

Fig. 3. A waving episode, an occurrent during which a continuant, Sticko, possesses
certain behavioral properties (right-arm positions) temporarily in particular times and a
particular place. Time passes from left to right (horizontal arrow), where t1, ..., t6 are
some temporal segments or parts of the occurrent. If any of these segments, say, t4, is the
present (highlighted by the vertical arrow), the occurrent exists incompletlely during that
segment, in that some of its parts (t1, t2, and t3) are in the past, others (t5 and t6) in the
future. The occurrent is complete only when it ends (all of its parts are in the past), and
cannot occur again (it is unrepeatable). Only similar occurrents can occur (after this
particular occurrent), but they would still be numerically different occurrents. Sticko’s
name is repeated across the entire episode to indicate that Sticko is (approximately) the
same entity throughout the occurrent (i.e., satisfies the principle of continuant self-sa-
meness discussed in 5.2.1).

5 A related issue arises from assuming that a reinforcer reinforcers the response that
produced it. A present reinforcer cannot affect a past response, which is why Skinner
(1935) postulated response classes as what reinforcers reinforce. However, I have never
understood what this could mean metaphysically, whether classes are conceived as
properties or as sets.
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selected. Sticko in Fig. 3 too satisfies this principle. Do occurrents sa-
tisfy this principle? In this section I argue that they do not. I will il-
lustrate with a more complex version of Fig. 2 .

Fig. 4 shows this version, where the key continuant (corresponding
to O in Fig. 2), an individual chameleon, is labeled as C1. For simplicity,
I have omitted the part of Fig. 2 when the organism is said to have been
selected after reproduction. In t1, beforereproduction, C1 turns green, an
occurrent labeled as E1 (E for “event;” O for “occurrent” could be
confused with O for “organism”). Assume that E1 allowed C1 to survive
another day (e.g., by catching a prey, not depicted).

Sometime after E1, C1 turns brown, another occurrent (not labeled),
and stays brown for some time (thick arrow). This occurrent indicates
the fact that E1 is over and thus lies entirely in the past of this other
occurrent. In t2, C1 reproduces (for simplicity, only the mating is de-
picted), and has a darker color, to emphasize that fact.

Like O in Fig. 2, C1 in the present example is a continuant: All of its
parts are only spatial and thus exists completely in every time
throughout its existence, the reproduction episode included. C1 is thus
the same entity in t1 and t2, and E1 and E2. Like O in Fig. 2, then, C1

satisfies the principle of continuant self-sameness, which meets a con-
dition (among others) for truthfully stating after the episode that C1 was
selected (that there was selection of C1), in a way that captures the
process character of selection.

But is there selection of E1, the occurrent for which C1 was selected?
Can E1 be truthfully said after the episode to have been selected?
Clearly not, because a truth condition for this statement is that the
selected entity must be present before and during reproduction.
However, E1 is not present during reproduction (E1 is over when C1

reproduces; C1’s reproduction occurs after E1). Therefore, E1 cannot be
truthfully said (after the episode) to have been selected, at least not in
the same metaphysical sense that C1 and O (Fig. 2) can be said to have
been selected. If there is another sense, I do not know what it could be.
The same outcome obtains if E1 extended beyond t1 to t2, which is
possible: C1 could remain green during the entire episode. However, E1
can still not be truthfully said to have been selected because it exists
incompletely during reproduction (part of it lies in t1). What is present
in t1 is not E1 but a temporal part of E1, which is different than what is
present in t2, another temporal part of E1. E1 either is not present at all
in t1, or only partially present.

A key implication for my present purposes is that particular beha-
viors (whether responses, or activities) qua occurrents cannot be
meaningfully said to be selected, or be objects of selection. There is no
selection of particular behaviors. The assumption that reinforcement
selects behaviors, or that behaviors are the objects of SbR, or that there
is selection of behavior, is metaphysically unsound, at least in the tra-
ditional metaphysical interpretation of objects-qua-continuants and
particular behaviors-qua-occurrents I have adopted here. A different
metaphysical interpretation might change this implication, but I cannot

envision what such alternative interpretation could be. The inter-
pretation I have adopted is widely used across philosophy, so there
better be very good reasons to replace it. Avoiding that implication per
se does not strike me as a good reason.

5.4. Other possibilities

In sum, the standard metaphysical interpretation of objects I have
used here restricts Sober's (1984) notion of selection-of to continuants.
Therefore, there is no selection of occurrents. If reinforcement does not
select particular behaviors, what does it select? No obvious answer
presents itself, which puts SbR at risk of being left without a key
component of the idea of selection: A plausible object of selection. The
only alternatives left are to view particular behaviors as continuants, or
assume that reinforcement selects behavioral properties rather than
particular behaviors. Both possibilities face very difficult issues.
Viewing particular behaviors as continuants amounts to viewing them
as things or substances, a reification that has no metaphysical justifi-
cation whatsoever. Again, postulating this (or any other) view just to
save SbR does not seem like a good reason.

As for the second possibility, much hinges on how behavioral
properties are metaphysically conceived. Traditionally, they have been
conceived as universals or types, meaning that they can (many in fact do)
have multiple examples or tokens. That is to say, they are abstracten-
tities. The problem is that it remains most unclear what it could mean
metaphysically for abstract entities to be selected. Suppose some ani-
mals (e.g., ants), like the small balls in Sober’s selection toy, are se-
lected for being small. In this case, ants are the objects of selection, and
smallness is the property for which they were selected. But what does it
mean that this property too is an object of selection? Aside from putting
ants and smallness in the same ontological category (a recipe for con-
fusion), it remains unclear what does it mean that smallness is selected?
Many other animals are selected for being large (e.g., elephants), which
is to say, for not being small. By the same logic, this means that
smallness is not selected. Hence, smallness is and is not selected, which
is contradictory. Besides, all of it blurs the distinction between selec-
tion-of and selection-for too much, making it much harder to formulate
and use. If a property can be both selection-of and selected-for, what
would be the point of making the distinction in the first place? The
distinction is easier to formulate and use if the object-property dis-
tinction is made sharply (as indeed it is in traditional metaphysics).

6. Concluding remarks

Because of all of the above reasons, I do not pursue SbR anymore
and will not until they are compellingly addressed. I have two more
reasons. One, SbR has been propounded as an explanation of complex
behavior (e.g., Donahoe and Palmer, 1994). Although the theory of

Fig. 4. A particular chameleon,C1, is temporarily green in
time t1. This temporary possession of greenness by C1 is an
occurrent (E1) that allowed C1 to survive, but happens before
C1 mates and reproduces in t2. Between t1 and t2 (thick
arrow), C1 is depicted as having turned from green to brown
(another occurrent, not labeled), to emphasize the fact that E1
is over by, and hence lies entirely in the past of, t2, the time
when C1 reproduces. To further emphasize this, C1 changes to
a different color in t2. C1 is a continuant and thus the same
entity in t1 and t2. C1 (like O in Fig. 2) can thus be truthfully
said to have been selected. The same cannot be said about E1.
Unlike C1 (and O in Fig. 2), E1 is not present during re-
production.
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evolution by natural selection is the best explanation of biological
complexity, I am not so sure that this implies that explanations of
complex behavior at the ontogenetic level requires SbR.

Complex behavior can be explained as the result of learning by in-
teraction between certain complex environmental conditions and a
complex animal with certain complex structures that have evolved by
natural selection during phylogeny. An adult brain, in particular,
especially human, is a very complex continuant, the structure and
functioning of which allows its bearer to learn to execute many dif-
ferent behaviors under many different environmental conditions. A
brain’s development, structure, and functioning is the result of millions
of years of evolution by natural selection of only continuants (whether
genes, individual organisms, or groups), neither properties nor occur-
rents. When such a complex organ functions under complex environ-
mental conditions (as part of an animal), it mediates learning of com-
plex behavior. This explanation does not call for any deep analogy
between evolution and learning.

Two, SbR is also founded on the assumption that selection is “a
causal mode found only in living things” that “replaces explanations
based on the causal modes of classical mechanics” (Skinner, 1981, p.
501). No behavioral selectionist thus far has questioned this formula-
tion, so I assume it remains foundational of SbR. My problem with it is
that I do not understand it. It raises too many unanswered questions
that need answers if SbR is to be intelligible. What is a “causal mode”?
What is the causal mode of “classical mechanics” and how does it differ
from selection by consequences? Why does selection by consequences
“replace” the causal mode of classical mechanics? Exactly what is the
problem with the classical-mechanics causal mode vis-á-vis living
things? Are explanations of living things in terms of this causal mode
impossible? Why? Or they are possible but worse than explanations in
terms of behavioral selectionism? Why? I have found no answers to any
of these questions in discussions of SbR, which makes me even more
doubtful about it.
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